
20 Telephone headsets and accessories.

Add a Headset &
Talk Hands Free

Proven efficiency -booster for business, home -office

and computer users. Several styles to choose from,

all so light and comfortable, you might forget

you're wearing one.

Use with cordless phone, cellular, PCS,
corded-any phone with a 2.5mm
headset jack

414
11j= Lightweight and
very comfortable
Our smallest and most discreet in -the -
ear headset. Includes handy leather
pouch. 43-1901 19.99

 04
All -in -the -ear *It?'

speaker and microphone
Speak in a normal tone and the unidirectional mic built into the
earpiece picks it up and transmits your voice. Because it's in
your outer ear, the background noise is blocked-it's clearer
than a handset and easier to hear callers in noisy areas. Doesn't
block ambient sounds like a phone ringing. 43-1904... 39.99
Custom -fit ear gels. Three sizes for both right- and left -ear use. 43-
2009 6 99

In -the -ear models

=Omnidirectional
microphone
Consistent sound pickup when you
move around-ideal for use with a
cordless phone worn in a belt holster.
43-1902 24.99

Ern] Noise -canceling
microphone
Cuts background souno so your voice
comes through clearly. Adjustable
boom microphone. Wearable in either
ear. 43-1903 29.99

Behind -the -head

gam Extra comfortable
Feels so "right", you'll forget you have
it on. Adjustable gooseneck mic boom.
Wear on right or left ear. Clothing clip.
43-1976 19.99

= Noise -canceling
Cuts room noise, so the caller hears
your voice, loud and clear. Adjustable
gooseneck mic boom. Mute/volume
control. 43-1977 29.99

Over -the -head and over -the -ear

arr3 Dual earphones,
noise -canceling mic
Covers both ears to block out sound
around you and make it easier to hear
callers. 43-1952 29.99

Over -the -ear headset
Lightweight design fits over either ear.
No parts enter ear canal-great for
multiple users. 43-193 19.99
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Om Lightweight
over -the -head
Easily adjusts for use on either ear.
Condenser microphone with true sound
pickup. 43-1951 19.99

QUESTION:

What is a
noise -canceling mic?

ANSWER:

Noise canceling microphones filter out

sound in the room around you. The

person you are talking to hears your

voice clearly, even if you are using the

phone in a noisy place.
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Headset accessories

 Clothing clip. Secures headset
cable to clothing. Fits single and dual -wire
cable. 43-2008 1 99

I71:21 Replacement sponges for mi-
crophone and earpiece of headsets.
43-2004 4 99

1011
=22 Replacement sponges for
over -the -ear headsets. Mic, ear hook,
earphone sponges for #43-193 and
#43-892, but fits others too.
43-2007 499

al:321 6 -ft. headset extension cable.
Coiled to keep slack out of the way. 2.5mm
plug to 2.5mm jack. 43-2003 5 99

=Desktop headset
hanger. Keeps your hands -free
headset and cord organized
and ready for use. Weighted
base to avoid toppling.
43-2005 599
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lit 1 -800 -THE -SHACK

Copies of applicable warranties are available upon request at stores for inspection oefore sale or


